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As syndication manager, Kayla Perlinger leads the
portfolio sales at Oakmont Capital Services, LLC,
along with developing and sustaining relationships
with syndication partners. She has been an integral part
of expanding Oakmont’s sell desk, as well as establishing
the formal policies and procedures for the syndications
department. She contributes to regulate credit risk parameters
and is involved in exploring new technology. Perlinger also
manages ad hoc and ongoing reports to support the team with
data driven decision making capabilities.
Perlinger has nearly nine years in the equipment finance
industry with a background in credit, syndications, broker
relations, operations and business reporting. She began her
career in the industry at Stearns Bank Equipment Finance
Division as a credit analyst. Perlinger joined Oakmont Capital
Services, LLC in 2018.

Member of the Year award in 2017 for her contributions
and support to the National Equipment Finance Associations’
educational online platform. In 2018 she became a committee
member for the Chris Walker Education Fund to help promote
and further the availability of industry wide education.
Perlinger’s professional mission is to serve as a leader by
encouraging innovation, forward-thinking and the promotion of
ambitious goals. She looks forward to the future with increased
automation, artificial intelligence and other technological
capabilities that will transform the financial services space. She
is hopeful that the adoption of new technology will begin to
accelerate and allow for the reduction of human intervention
in processes while providing rising benefits to the customer
experience.

Perlinger earned her Certified Lease & Finance Professional
designation in 2016. She was presented with the Chris Walker
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Adam Peterson is the co-founder and vice president
of sales at Channel Partners Capital. He currently
serves on the senior leadership team. He is responsible for
establishing and executing the sales strategy to identify and
onboard independent, institutionally-backed or bank equipment
finance companies. For the past three years, Peterson has
served as a board member for the National Equipment Finance
Association.
Peterson developed what the company refers to as the “pivot,”
a method of working with SMB referrals Channel receives
from equipment finance partners. The “pivot” helps end users
evaluate their true needs for capital while strengthening their
existing relationship with their equipment finance partner.
Peterson built Channel’s early sales team to be valued partners
for both equipment finance companies and SMB referral
customers.

www.monitordaily.com

Peterson has been a thought leader as Channel converted
its business to become a true fintech lender and during the
development of products and technology customized for an
optimal user experience. He has taken part in the evolution
of Channel’s technology, data analytics, finance, sales and
operations by expressing and advocating for the needs and
opportunities of Channel’s finance partners.
“I have been fortunate since the day I started my career in the
industry to be surrounded by tenured leaders, incredible team
members and exceptional partners to learn the business. I’ve
enjoyed taking part in our evolution from a start up in 2009
to one of the best capitalized companies in our space, giving
Channel the ability to truly deliver a different UX for partners
and end users.”
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